
High-quality accessories for 
Bose® SoundTouch® speakers
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ST10-DS 
Desk Stand For Bose SoundTouch® 10

Elegantly crafted to be the perfect base for your Bose SoundTouch® 10 speaker, 
the SoundXtra Desk Stand provides optimal support and adds a stylish flair. This 
compact solution doesn’t steal space, either: the stand has the same footprint as 
the speaker. Ideal for use on desks, tables, bedside cabinets, kitchen worktops, 
coffee tables and anywhere else in the house you want to enjoy your Bose 
SoundTouch® 10.

■ Sturdy steel and ABS construction: 

■ Designed and manufactured in the UK

■ Available in Black or White
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ST10-WM 
Wall Mount For Bose SoundTouch® 10

■ Steel and ABS construction

■ Colour matched to Bose SoundTouch® 
speaker  for an integrated, stylish appearance 

■ Available in Black or White

Specifications

Tilt down: 20°

Swivel: 90°  (45°left + 45°right)

Depth from wall:  50mm (2”)

SoundXtra’s dedicated bracket 
for the Bose SoundTouch® 10 
allows you to wall mount your 
speaker in the ideal place to 
sound - and look - superb. 
This design gives you great 
flexibility and functionality, 
including tilt and swivel motion 
so you can perfectly angle your 
sound to suit.
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ST10-FS 
Floor Stand For  
Bose SoundTouch® 10

This SoundXtra Floor Stand puts your Bose 
SoundTouch® 10 at the ideal listening height, plus neatly 
hides away the speaker’s power cable. It has a sturdy 
metal design, with a stable base that can slip under 
sofas or chairs if needed. Like all SoundXtra accessories, 
the Floor Stand is easy to assemble and use.

■ Colour matched to Bose SoundTouch® speaker for an 
integrated, stylish appearance 

■ Aluminium and steel construction

■ Cable management:  Discreet routing of power cable

■ Supplied with carpet spikes and soft rubber 
adjustable feet for wood/tiled floors

■ Quick and easy assembly

■ Designed and manufactured in the UK

■ Available in Black or White

Specifications

Height: 760mm (29.9”)

Lifts speaker 702mm (27.6”)

Width: 280mm (11”)

Depth: 206mm (8.1”)
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Get even more from your Bose SoundTouch® 20 with the SoundXtra Desk Stand, 
which allows you to angle the speaker up or down for perfect acoustic alignment, 
plus offers optimal support. Use the stand on a desk or table to angle sound 
upwards, or it can be used to angle sound down from a high shelf. Precision made 
from aluminium, the Desk Stand is a stable and stylish accessory.

■ Solid aluminium construction offers stable support

■ Patented design: Angle your speaker up or down,   
a perfect mounting solution for shelf or desktop

■ Tilts up: 10° / Tilts down: 10°

■ Available in Black or White

ST20-DS 
Desk Stand For Bose SoundTouch® 20
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ST20-WM 
Wall Mount For Bose SoundTouch® 20

Specifications

Tilt down: 20°

Swivel: 50°  (25°left + 25°right)

Depth from wall:  55mm (2.2”)

■ Steel and ABS construction

■ Colour matched to Bose SoundTouch® 
speaker  for an integrated, stylish appearance 

■ Available in Black or White

Designed especially for the  
Bose SoundTouch® 20, this 
SoundXtra bracket allows you 
to wall mount your speaker in 
the perfect place to sound - 
and look - superb. This design 
gives you great flexibility and 
functionality, including tilt 
and swivel motion so you can 
ideally angle your sound to suit.
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ST20-FS 
Floor Stand For  
Bose SoundTouch® 20

Specifications

Height: 762mm (30”)

Lifts speaker 704mm (27.7”)

Width: 370mm (14.6”)

Depth: 266mm (10.5”)

This purpose-built SoundXtra Floor Stand for the Bose 
SoundTouch® 20 holds the speaker at the ideal listening 
height, while also discreetly hiding away its power cable. 
The stand has a sturdy metal design, with a stable base 
able to be slipped under sofas or chairs if needed. 

■ Colour matched to Bose SoundTouch® speaker for an 
integrated, stylish appearance 

■ Aluminium and steel construction

■ Cable management:  Discreet routing of power cable

■ Supplied with carpet spikes and soft rubber 
adjustable feet for wood/tiled floors

■ Quick and easy assembly

■ Designed and manufactured in the UK

■ Available in Black or White
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ST30-DS 
Desk Stand For Bose SoundTouch® 30

A perfect accessory for users of the Bose SoundTouch® 30 who want to enjoy their 
speaker in a range of spaces. The SoundXtra Desk Stand allows you to angle the 
speaker up for perfect acoustic alignment, plus offers optimal support. Use the 
stand on a desk or table to angle sound upwards. Precision made from aluminium, 
the Desk Stand is a stable and stylish accessory.

■ Solid aluminium construction offers stable support

■ Patented design: angle your speaker up; a perfect mounting solution  
for table or desktop

■ Tilts up: 10° 

■ Available in Black or White
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ST30-FS 
Floor Stand For  
Bose SoundTouch® 30

Specifications

Height: 693mm (27.3”)

Lifts speaker 686mm (27”)

Width: 440mm (17.3”)

Depth: 306mm (12”)

The mighty Bose SoundTouch® 30 deserves a suitably 
solid, stylish perch, which is what we’ve designed with 
this special Floor Stand model. The SoundXtra stand 
holds the speaker at the ideal listening height, plus 
neatly hides away the speaker’s power cable. Its sturdy 
base is still slim enough to tuck under sofas or chairs.

■ Colour matched to Bose SoundTouch® speaker 
for an integrated, stylish appearance 

■ Aluminium and steel construction

■ Cable management:  Discreet routing of power cable

■ Supplied with carpet spikes and soft rubber 
adjustable feet for wood/tiled floors

■ Quick and easy assembly

■ Designed and manufactured in the UK

■ Available in Black or White
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ST300-CM 
Cantilever TV Mount For  
Bose SoundTouch® 300

This premium design holds a flatscreen TV (40-65in) 
plus the SoundTouch® 300 soundbar, allowing both 
units to slickly rotate to face the viewer. 

■ Allows SoundTouch® 300 to move with the screen

■ Simple assembly and installation - Fully adjustable

Specifications

Swivel: 180° (90°left + 90°right, dependent on screen size)

Depth from wall: 53mm (2.1“) min, 681mm (26.8”) max

Suitable for 40” – 65” screens, maximum VESA 600 x 400mm 

Depth: 306mm (12”)

ST300-TVM 
TV Mount Attachment For  
Bose SoundTouch® 300

Fixes to your existing TV wall bracket, allowing you to 
slip in the SoundTouch® 300, ensuring your sound is 
aligned with the screen.

■ Allows speaker to rotate with screen when using a 
full-motion mount
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ST300-ST 
TV Stand For  
Bose SoundTouch® 300

Specifications

Usable stand area 301mm   
x 961mm (11.9” x 37.8”)

Supports screens  
up to 50kgs

The Bose SoundTouch® 300 is the perfect way to 
add quality sound to your flatscreen TV, but what if 
there isn’t much space where your TV sits? Our TV 
stand is the solution: put your TV on top, slide the 
SoundTouch® 300 underneath and you have a discreet 
practical solution. 

■ Designed specifically for the Bose  
SoundTouch® 300 soundbar

■ Transforms the Bose SoundTouch® 300  
into a soundbase for a flat screen TV

■ Sit your TV on top and slide your soundbar 
underneath - ideal if space is tight

■ Fully assembled

■ Satin Black finish 

■ Designed and manufactured in the UK



The 0.35m SoundXtra Short Length Power Cable 
is the perfect solution if your speaker sits or is 
wall mounted close to a power socket, eliminating 
messy coils of cable. 

Available in Black or White and UK, EU  
and US versions

Short Length Power Cable 
For Bose SoundTouch® 

Long Length power cables  
For Bose SoundTouch® 

The 5m SoundXtra Long Length Power Cable 
allows you to put your Bose speaker exactly 
where you want – not just where their power 
cables will stretch to. 

Available in Black or White and UK, EU  
and US versions



About SoundXtra

SoundXtra is an acclaimed specialist in quality  
audio accessories.

SoundXtra uses innovative design and engineering to 
develop premium products that enhance the everyday 
enjoyment of the world’s best speaker systems. 

All SoundXtra products are designed in the UK. 

Soundxtra.com



SoundXtra is not affiliated with Bose Corporation

Bose and SoundTouch® are trademarks of Bose 

Corporation in the US and other countries

soundxtra.com

Exertis (UK) Ltd

St George House, Parkway ,  

Harlow Business Park  Harlow,  

Essex CM19 5QF, UK


